5 99 right-hemispheric alpha frequencies. Thus, there is evidence for coherence between the right-100 hemispheric alpha synchronization and creativity.
101
Indeed, these studies showed support for various effects of dance observations. The influence 102 of physically self-executed, during and immediately after, dance movements is a rarer 103 research objective.
104
Commonalities and differences between the mental and active learning of a dance was 105 investigated by Cross et al. [33] . They measured common active brain areas with fMRI just as 106 Cross, Hamilton and Grafton had done [28] during the process of learning a techno dance 107 sequence through observation only and also by physically learning it. After five days of 108 rehearsal, the premotor and parietal brain areas were more activated than before. A study by to an irregular rhythm. non-inclusion could be found.
146
The aim of the current study is to examine the different effects on the spontaneous electrical 147 brain activity caused by physical dance or the imagination of dance, with and without music. furthermore for statistical significant differences between the testing conditions.
211
The ANOVA of the theta frequency data revealed a significant interaction effect for testing x 
218
(for p-values, see Table 1 ).
219
The ANOVA of the alpha-1 frequency band data showed an interaction effect for testing 
226
No significant time effects were found for mental dancing with and without music. Fp1, Fp2, F7, O1, O2 (for p-values, see Table 1 ).
244
The ANOVA of the alpha-2 power revealed a significant effect of time, (F(1,10) = 7263, p = and O2 (for p-values, see Table 1 ).
258
The ANOVA for the beta-frequency band led to significant differences between the pre-and O2 (for p-values, see Table 1 ).
270
The ANOVA for the gamma band revealed an effect of time, F(1,10) = 12.088, p = 0.006, η 2
271
= 0.547. Again, there was no significant interaction effect of testing x time x electrodes. Table 1 ).
276

Discussion
277
The aim of this study was to investigate the effects of dancing a modern jazz choreography in In the present study, we could assess an increased power across all frequency bands when the 288 subjects danced physically to or without music in comparison to the mental dance conditions.
289
Especially, the condition "physical dance with music" (pwm) led to an increased power of the were observed for the mental testing conditions mwm and mnm. [50] needs to be investigated in detail. Theory already provides plausible evidence.
355
Even for the alpha-1 frequency band, few electrode positions are activated at the frontopolar,
356
frontal temporal and occipital brain areas after physically dancing to and without music (see
357
for details Table 1 ). The alpha state (7,5-12,5 Hz) is often related to psychic and physical where a gross motor movement technique was trained without repetition and without 384 augmented feedback [59] . Both studies go along with and extend the "transient hypofrontality substantial because of the empowerment of the frontal lobe (see above for the characteristics).
456
The gamma frequency is also supposed to be involved in memory processes, if they appear in 457 temporal brain areas [43] . This process is highly probable regarding the memorizing of the 458 complex choreography, which increases in complexity when dancing in accordance to music 459 is demanded.
461
In conclusion, the findings of this study reveal distinct brain activation across the entire scalp 
